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ABSTRACT 

A study of possible configurations for a Large Aperture Seismic Array has been 
completed.   An array having 21 identical subarrays located on three concentric circles 
has been found to yield the most satisfactory pattern in wave number space of all the 
configurations tested.   Patterns for some alternative placements of subarrays, including 
that of the experimental LASA in Montana, have been included in this report. 

This study of patterns in wave number space has yielded the suggestion that a 
LASA having a diameter of 200 km should be composed of subarrays from 10 to 15 km 
in diameter-   Such an increase of subarray size above the 7 km diameter subarrays of 
the experimental LASA would require the use of less regular subarray geometries than 
those which have been used in Montana. 

A sensitivity function for patterns has been developed.   This function can be used 
to predict the change in patterns which might result from changes in seismometer or 
subarray positions.   Since the sensitivity function predicts possible changes in patterns, 
it can be used to set bounds upon changes in an array which can be made without severe- 
ly changing the pattern.   The tight bounds imposed by the sensitivity function can be re- 
laxed if the pattern resulting from any anticipated change in position is actually computed. 
Since very little computer time is required to compute a pattern, this procedure is 
highly recommended. 
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Lt Colonel, USAF 
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'We will have rings and things and fine array." 
Shakespeare, Taming of the Shrew,   Act II, 

Scene I. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An experimental Large Aperture Seismic Array (LASA) has been deployed over 

a large ■   -tion of southeast Montana.   The extent of this array is about an order of 

magnitude greater than that of any previous instrument used in the study of seismic 

signals.   The vertical seismometers of the experimental LASA are spread over a region 

which can be contained in a circle having a radius of approximately 100 km.   The array 

consists of 21 subarrays each containing 25 seismometers spread over a circular region 

with a radius of 3.5 km. 

Figure 1 shows the placement of the 21 subarrays of the experimental LASA. 

The basic configuration of seismometers in each subarray is shown in Fig. 15B.   In 

many subarrays of the experimental LASA the basic subarray geometry was rotated up 

to several degrees.   Thus subarray configurations are essentially identical to within 

rotations.   References 6 and 9 present the various reasons which led to the installation 

of an array of subarrays and to the particular configuration which has been installed. 

Studies are currently in progress, primarily at M. I.T., Lincoln Laboratory, 

to determine how best to utilize the voluminous data from the LASA for the detection of 

teleseismic events and the discrimination between natural and man-induced tremors. 

Commensurate with these goa. s the array is also being used to study aspects of earth 

structure, propagation phenomena, and seismic noise properties.   All of this research 
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deals with the use of data obtained from an already existing array.   The prime goal is 

to determine the ability of a LASA to monitor underground nuclear tests. 

If it is determined that a LASA is sufficiently effective for seismic detection 

and discrimination to warrant installation of several more such arrays, it may prove 

desirable for various reasons to consider geometries different from that of the expari- 

mental LASA.   It is with this contingency in mind that this report has been prepared. 

Several families of possible array geometries have been examined to find a few of the 

most promising ones.   Some measures of the sensitivity of array properties with seis- 

mometer positions have also been obtained. 

The same computer programs used to study and evaluate array geometries for 

this report could also be,used to evaluate alternative configurations which might be 

suggested.   Also, these programs might well be useful before installation to study 

possible detrimental or beneficial effects resulting from perturbations of an intended 

array geometry.   Such perturbations could result from constraints imposed by local 

topological conditions, land availability, or other factors. 
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II.        REVIEW OF BASIC FACTS ABOUT A^RAY PATTERNS 

The effectiveness of an array and associated data processing scheme for the 

reduction of seismic data can be measured by the response, in the three-dimensional 

frequency wave number space, of the array and associated data reduction scheme. 

References 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 are six of many in which the representation of seismic 

signals in frequency wave number space is discussed and the interpretation of data pro- 

cessing methods as filters in that space is explained. 

The study of array patterns is the study of filter characteristics in frequency 

wave number space for a most simple kind of data processing.   Specifically, if the 

array contains N seismometers, then a composite trace can be formed simply by adding 

the N traces and dividing by N.   The pattern of the array from which the N traces are 

obtained is the magnitude of the gain of the array in frequency wave number space when 

such a straight sum processing technique is used. 

If seismometer responses are frequency independent and no frequency dependent 

gains are inserted before summing, then the gain of the processing scheme is independent 

of frequency.   Under these conditions only the response in two-dimensional wave number 

space need be considered.   If a single frequency filter operates upon the sum waveform 

or identical filters operate upon every one of the individual traces, then it is still valu- 

able to consider only response in wave number space assuming no filtering before 

summing.   The gain at any point in frequency wave number space is the gain in the plane 

where frequency is zero, multiplied by a function of frequency only.   The response in 

the plane where frequency is zero is the response in two-dimensional wave number space. 
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This report deals only with the gain in wave number space obtaineci when straight sum 

processing is employed.   Complex processing schemes which require explicit consid- 

eration of frequency as well as wave number in order to be characterized are beyond 

the scope of this paper. 

Different patterns can be obtained as a function of array geometry without 

changing the data processing method.   A comparison of the array geometries can then 

be made on the basis of the patterns v/hich represent the signal processing ability of 

the array.   Very roughly, one wishes to synthesize patterns which have a maximum 

gain at the origin in wave number space and which are uniformly low in some region 

around the origin of wave number space.   The extent of ihe region over which the array 

must have low gain depends upon the characteristics of seismic noise. 

The pattern as described above is in fact the magnitude of a two-dimensional 

Fourier transform of the array geometry.   Thus the pattern of an array with vertical 

seismometers at positions {x.,y. : j = 1,... ,N} is 

l        N 

|H(k .k )|   = xT   I   Z   exp[-i2n(kx +ky)]  1 (1) 
A   y 1=1 Äjyj 

where k   and k   are respectively east and north components cf horizontal wave number. 

HC   »k ) can be interpreted as the two-dimensional transform of an impulsive function 

with unity weights on each impulse.   The sifting property of the impulse function changes 

the integrals expressing the transform into the above sum over seismometer positions. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the experimental LASA in Montana is an array 

of roughly identical subarrays.   The pattern of such an array can be approximated by 
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the pattern of a compound array,   A compound array is one which is an array of identical 

subarrays.   A compound array has the property that the pattern can be expressed as the 

product of the pattern of a subarray and the pattern of a configuration having a single 

seismometer located in the place of the subarrays.   To sec this, let x     and y    be the 
pq     ^pq 

x anu y coordinates of the p"1 seismometer in the q"1 subarray.   Let 

o ^ x      =  x   +x 
pq      P    q 

aud 

o , 
y    = y +y 

pq      p   yq 

where x ,y   locate the center of the pth subarray and x ,y^ locate the seismometers cf 
p P q q 

the subarrays with respect to their centers.   Let P be the number of subarrays and Q 

be the number of elements in the subarray.   Then 

,       P      Q 
H(k »k ) = —    ?.     2    exp{-i2TT[k   (x0+x) + k   (y0+y)]} 

x   y        PQ      _,    ^j x    p      q       y v/p    'q7 J J 

P       p n r      S 
=   [|   2   exp[-i2n(kxx%kyy°)]J [i   ^ exp [-i 2n (k^ + kyyq) ] 

p=i ^       - x    _■ ._ ^  q= 

Clearly the magnitude of the product of the right is the product of the magnitudes and 

the two terms of the product are the patterns of the array centers and the subarray 

respectively.   Henceforth we shall use the terms full array pattern, array pattern, and 

subarray pattern.   Full array pattern and array pattern are used to distinguish between 
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the patter. ■> generated using all seismometers in an array and the pattern generated by 

the centers of the subarrays in a compound array, respectively.   Subarray pattern of 

course refers to the pattern of a subarray in a compound array. 

In this report a direct confrontation of the full array problem has been avoided. 

Only idealized compound arrays having the factorization property just described have 

been considered.   Subject to any minor positioning errors which occur during installa- 

tion and even to subarray rotations such as those 01 the experimental LASA this separate 

consideration of array and subarray patterns rather than full array patterns has been 

found to be a valid procedure, as will now he demonstrated. 

Figure 2 shows the array pattern, evaluated along a line in wave number space, 

of the actual subarray positions of the experimental LASA.   Figure 3 shows a similar 

plot of the full array pattern which has been obtained using all 525 seismometers.   Note 

that the patterns are very similar for wave numbers less than . 05 cycles/km and that 

for larger wave numbers the full array pattern has smaller sidelobes than the array 

pattern.   The location of subarrays in the experimental i^ASA was fixed assuming that 

the subarray pattern would multiply the array pattern to yield the full array pattern. 

The idea was to pick a subarray and array so that this product would yield a full array 

pattern having all but the nearest lobes of the array pattern significantly reduced. 

Figures 2 and 3 clearly show that such a philosophy can yield a satisfactory full array 

pattern even when individual subarrays differ from each other by being rotated several 

degrees. 
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The experimental LASA cannot have a pattern which is exactly the product of 

the array and subarray pattern? since the different subarrays have patterns differing 

by rotations.   However, such an approximation, using the pattern of one subarray, is 

quite good for wave numbers in the main lobe of the subarray pattern since the main 

lobe changes very little under rotation.   For larger wave numbers the approximation 

breaks down but the full array pattern still has the required low sidelobes.   F gure 17B, 

if the wave number scale is multiplied by 200/7, is a cross section of one of the sub- 

array patterns for the experimental LASA.   The plots in Ffgures 2 and 3 extend only 

about as far in wave number as the main beam of a subarray. 

Straight sum patterns described above will have a main lobe locateo at the origin 

in wave number space.   TTius the filter operation will pass signals which have vertical 

incidence upon the array and thus have infinite horizontal phase velocity, or equivalent /, 

zero wave number.   Other signals having other velocities and wave numbers will be 

attenuated as indicated by the pattern.   By the introduction of delays into seismometer 

outputs before summing the array can be steered to pass unattenuated plane Wtives 

arriving from any specified azimuth having any specified horizontal phase veiocity.   At 

any given frequency this processing has a gain characteristic in wave number space with 

exactly the same shape as the straight sum pattern but which is shifted to have its peak at 

the location of the signal at that frequency.   Thus the straight sum par ;rn is a useful 

measure of the selectivity of any array even when the array is steered to a signal having 

other than infinite phase velocity. 



in.        PATTERN REQUIREMENTS AND APPROACHES TO SYNTHESIS 

The acceptability of patterns depends greatly upon the noise which is to be 

rejected when tne array is sheered to an event of interest and upon the expected location 

in frequency wave number space of the interesting events.   Figure 4 is a map of the 

world as seen by an array centered on Miles City, Montana, when only the initial P- 

phase signal at one Hertz is considered.      Since the initial P-phase arrival usually 

lias most frequency content at about one Hertz that map is a good picture of the location 

of teleseismic signals of interest and of noise which results from distant seismic ac- 

tivity and reaches the array via earth paths similar to those of interesting signals. 

From the consideration of such a picture of the ^arth as seen in a slice through fre- 

quency wave number space it has been decided that any LASA which is to be used for 

the detection of underground nuc jar tests should have a main beam with a radius of 

about .005 cycles Am or less in wave number space.   That is, if the gain of the LASA 

is measured at a distance of more than .005 cycles/km from the point in wave number 

space at wh^ch it is steered, then the gain must be significantly lower than unity.    This 

appears to allow for a sufficient degree of selectivity in steering the beam to some 

point while not passing similar signals from other parts of the globe. 

If subarray or array geomttries become very regular, one muse contkior a 

phenomenon known as aliasing.   If a high frequency time function is sampled at too low 

a rate, the sampled waveform can appear exactly the same as the sampled waveform 

2 
for a much lower frequency signal.    Similar problems arise when spatial signals are 

3 sampled on a regular grid.    Then the confusion is in wave number.   For example, 



Figure 17B is a section of the pattern of the regular geometry shown in Fig. 15B. 

Periodic signals coming from the east with wave numbers greater than . 04 cycles/km 

cannot be distinguished, after spatial sampling by the array, from some other signals 

having wave number ^ in ths range 0 - . 04 cycles Am.   TTiere is a bad sidelobe at 

.08 cycles Am, exactly twice the wave number at which aliasing first becomes a prob- 

lem.   Similar lobes appear at all multiples of . 08 cycles Am in wave number space. 

Even small changes in the spatial sampling positions can eliminate true aliasing 

as a real problem.   However, severe sidelobes, almost as large rs unity, can still 

exist in regions too close to the main beam of the pattern.   In this report attention has 

been focussed upon such lobes, known as grating lobes, rather than upon aliasing.   This 

was done since it is the grating lobes which can cause trouble, not aliasing, when arrays 

are not extremely regular. 

Consideration of possible and expected noise sources has led to the conclusion 

that a full array pattern should have no grating, lobes closer than one to two cycles Am 

6 9 
to the center of the main beam in wave number space. *    The problems of aUasing 

are avoided by assuming a sufficiently irregular placement of subarrays and of seis- 

mometers within a subarray. 

A variety of approaches to the problem of synthesizing satisfactory patterns 

using about 500 seismometers do exist.   They all have in common the characteristic 

that they all use some kind of trial and error method combined with reasonable intuition. 

One approach, the one which we have used most extensively, is to restrict the arrays 

to be compound arrays similar to the experimental LASA.   The full array pattern can 



be synthesized by almost independent synthesis of the array and subarray patterns.   In 

particular, the array pattern might be synthesized using 21 points to yield a .005 cycles 

per km half beamwidth or less, and to have no bad sidelobes closer than . 1 cycles Am 

to the center of the main beam.   This choice of . 1 cycles Am appears to give a reason- 

able tradeoff between requirements upon the array and the subarrays.   The si'barray 

can then be designed to have a main beam radiu^ ol . 1 cyclesAm or less and no bad 

sidelobes closer than one to two cycles Am.   Such a compound array would then meet 

the design requirements.   The design of array or subarray patterns using from 20 to 

25 points must proceed via trial and evaluation methods.   Relatively algorithmic im- 

provement methods such as are presented in Section VII can at best be of value to find 

perturbations of a geometry which would yield an improved pattern.   One is stymied 

when no nearby geometry will yield a better pattern but there may be a very different 

geometry having a much more satisfactory pattern.   Tradeoffs between the require- 

ments imposed upon the array and subarray patterns are discussed in Section VI. 

One might attempt full array pattern synthesis using some of the formalized 

trial and error methods which have been developed for the synthesis of radar and sonar 

antenna patterns.    The synthesis of a LASA geometry is very similar to the synthesis 

of an extremely thinned array.   However, given the number of seismometers, the width 

of the main beam, and constraints upon the location of the urst grating lobes, the 

requirements of the LASA are very much different from those of radar arrays.   In the 

radar case sidelobe levels less than 20 db down from the main beam would be considered 

excessive.   Such low sidelobe levels can be maintained for thinned arrays only by 

10 
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increasing the width of the main beam.   For the LASA such an increase in main beam 

width is not allowed.   Neither is a significant increase in the number of seismometers. 

The i^ASA can then satisfy the design criteria only by a significant increase in sidelobe 

level.   It is thus our opinion that application of the methods suggested for density 

tapering of radar arrays cannot yield sidelobe levels significantly lower than those 

which have been achieved using compound arrays.   Since direct synthesis using all of 

the seismometers would not constrain the array to be a compound array, such an 

approach has not been pursued.   The advantages of compound arrays (see Section IV) 

are sufficiently great to reject a direct synthesis of a full array since the direct synthe- 

sis does not promise any significant reduction of sidelobe level in the region of wive 

number space of interest. 

11 
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IV.       COMPOUND ARRAYS:  FAMILIES OF ARRAY GEOMETRIES 

Many engineering advantages are gained by the use of compound arrays. 

ConsiderationB related to the design of LASA electrorxs modules, communication 

channels, and power distribution systems all argue stt-ongly in favor of the use of com- 

pound arrays.   The use of such arrays also provides natural division? for data pro- 

cessing schemes.   Individual subarrays can be processed and then the results combined 

in a second stage of processing.   Failures in a single subarray need not effect the re- 

duction of data from another subarray. 

For convenience in establishing power systems and communication channels it 

is desirable that both array and subarrays be set out along several radial arms connected 

to a central point.   Such a configuration tends to keep the length of lines or number of 

separate communication channels within bounds.   The use of configurations which 

complicate the power distribution or cojnmunication networks should be used only if 

considerable increase in the capabilities of the array can be gained.   No such geome- 

tries have yet been discovered. 

All other considerations being equal, arrays graded LO be more dense towards 

the center are desired over others.   This grading is a hedge against possible loss of 

coherence of teleseismic P-phase arrivals as the signal propagates across the array. 

Array geometries having the most remote subarrays on a circle of radius 

100 km have been studied.   Such a dimension was picked since an array of approximately 

that size must be used in order to obtain the narrow main beam which is required.   An 
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array should have at least three subarrays out at the 100 km radius circle.   More than 

the minumum three are desirable to allow the use of redundancy in the determination of 

epicenters using a limited network composed of a single output from each of the sub- 

arrays on the 100 km circle. 

Subject to the above constraints a relatively extensive search for possible 

suitable locations of subarrays has been completed.   Figures 5 through 8 show typical 

members of the families investigated as possible deployments for 21 subarrays.   The 

number of points on a ring and the number of rings is fixed for each family.   The 

spacing of rings is geometric with the ratio of the radius of adjacent rings being a con- 

stant.   This constant has been varied to generate the members of each family.   The 

same configurations, but with arithmetic spacing of rings, have also been evaluated. 

A few arrangements with subarrays on spiral rather than straight arms and with ran- 

dom placement of subarrays were considered and discarded on the basis of their 

patterns.   Except for a few trials the number of subarrays has been maintained at 21, 

the number in the experimental LASA which has been installed in Montana.   This appears 

to allow a reasonable tradeoff between the number of subarrays and the number of seis- 

mometers per subarray.   There is no reason at the present time to believe that another 

number of subarrays, keeping the total number of seismometers constant, could yield 

significantly better performance by a LASA. 

' . la-ge amount of effort has l)een expended to obtain subarray geometries as 

opposed to array geometries.   The question of subarray geometry is discussed in 

Section VI.   Briefly, one of the array geometries, suitably scaled, could be used for a 
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subarray with 21 seismometers, or other subarray geometries using a different number 

of seismometers could be employed. 
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V. BEST ARRAY GEOMETRIES AND THEIR PATTERNS 

Figures 9 through 14 show the geometries and associated patterns of the most 

promising arrays found in each of the families of arrays described in the preceding 

section.   The families with five or seven subarrays on each ring appear to be the most 

de si1    le. 

Array patterns have been graphically presented in two forms.   The pattern is a 

gain function defined on the two-dimensional space of horizontal wave number.   Such 

patterns have been graphically presented in figures such as 9B as contour plots.   The 

lines on the plot represent the level of the pattern.   These plots were obtained by 

smoothly connecting the points on a plot printed by the line printer attached to a large 

scale digital computer.   A listing of a Fortran II program which can be used to generate 

the printer plots and a description of its use and operation are contained in Appendix A. 

Plots such as that shown in Figure 9C were obtained by evaluating the pattern 

along a ray leaving the origin of wave number space.   The plots are thus cross sections 

through the array patterns.   Restriction to only a few radial directions and the use of 

a more accurate output device than a printer plot allowed a more accurate and detailed 

picture of the pattern to be obtained in directions of particular interest.   Plots were ob- 

tained in thoee directions in which the cruder printer plots indicated the most severe 

sidelobes v     .J be found.   A listing of Fortran IV programs used to obtain cross sec- 

tional plots is given in Appendix B.   That appendix also describes the operation and  use 

of those programs.   The programs have been constructed so that minimal modifications 
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would allow one to obtain cross sectional patterns without the use of a Stromberg 

Carlson 4020 plotter which was the output device used. 

The programs described above can also be easily modified to help interpret in 

wave number or frequency wave number space the effect of processing schemes much 

more complex than the straight sum processing used for the evaluation of alternative 

geometries.   As mentioned in Section n the interpretation of more complex processing 

in frequency wave number space is outside the scope of this report and has not been 

included. 

In each family the arrays were judged most satisfactory when they had the least 

severe sidelobes in the range from zero to . 1 cycles/km and had beam widths which 

were sufficiently small. As discussed above the beam width should be .01 cycles Am 

or less. Sidelobes further than . 1 cycles/km from the main beam will be sufficiently 

attenuated by subarrays if the subarrays are properly set out. Since no single scalar 

quantity can adequately represrnt the quality of the various arrays, the choice of best 

was necessarily somewhat subjective. At. iöt one representative best member from 

each major family in\estigated has been saved. 

Comparisons between members of the same family or of different families of 

array geometries is made a bit less complex by noting certain symmetries in patterns 

and invariances with geometries.   Note that contour maps of patterns have been drawn 

only over relatively restricted pie shaped sections of wave number space.   Only those 

sections are necessary since the entire pattern is obtainable simply by completing the 
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circle with identical pie slices.   This result and certain invariances for patterns of 

arrays with odd numbers of subarrays per ring are described in more detail in 

Appendix C. 

The array configuration shown in Figure 13A, which has been picked as the 

best geometry with four subarrays per ring, yields a pattern which appears to be defin- 

itely inferior to those which use three, five or seven subarrays per ring.   The pattern 

for the geometry shown in Figure 13A has significant sidelobes which are no further 

than .015 cycles Am away from the center of the main beam.   Even more severe 

sidelobes appear at. 05 and . 07 cycles/km from the main beam.   This best member of 

the family of arrays with four subarrays per ring is quite similar to the actual config- 

uration of the experimental LASA which has been installed in Montana. Similar 

4 7 11 severe sidelobes have been noted for that experimental array. '  *      These can be 

seen in Figure 2. 

It is our opinion that the array shown in Figure 14A which has three subarrays 

per ring can also be rejected as the most valuable array.   The pattern for this array 

has a broader main beam than that of other geometries under consideration.   Sidelobes 

are not excessive, but are slightly larger in amplitude than those of alternative patterns. 

If the array is stretched over a larger area to reduce the width of the main beam, then 

the sidelohes will move in closer.   Finally, more than three subarrays are desirable 

on the largest ring for the purpose of determining epicenters using the array. 

The configuration shown in Figure 10A is probably to be preferred to that of 

Figure 9A which also has seven subarrays per ring.   Ilia array in Figure 9A has 

17 
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subarray? concentrated more towards the 100 km radius ring.   Since the validity of 

patterns depends somewhat upon the coherence of a signal across the array, this more 

spread out array would probably be more adversely affected by loss of coherence. 

Indeed, any signal processing scheme which depenJs upon signal coherence will be 

more s^iiously affected by loss of coherence when subarrays are spread out than when 

they are clustered together.   One might consider scaling down the size of the arrav 

shown in Fig. 9A since it appears to have a very narrow main beam.   This should be 

avoided since it will seriously effect the usefulness of the outer ring of the array for 

the determination of epicenters.   The decision between these two arrays is at best 

subjective. 

A compari on of the geometries of Figures 11A and 12A, having five subarrays 

per ring, with the configurations having seven per ring is completed in Section VII. 

That comparison is deferred because the application of a gradient technique described 

there has resulted in some changes in the sidelobes of the pentagonal arrays. 
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VI.   TRADEOFF BETWEEN SUBARRAYS AND ARRAY IN A COMPOUND ARRAY 

In the above sections it has been rather casually assumed that any bad sidelobes 

of the array pattern farther out than . 1 cycles Am could be sufficiently attenuated by 

the subarrays to be negligible.   It has even been implicitly assumed that some attenu- 

ation, say a few db, might be obtained at wave numbers having magnitude as small as 

.05 cycles/km or less.   These assumptions are discussed in this section and the im- 

portance of the relative s?zes of array and subarrays is emphasized. 

Assume ti»?t the array geometry shown in Fig. 10A is used and that each subarray 

has seismometers in the same configuration but that the largest ring of seven seismom - 

eters has a 10 km diameter.   The subarray is then 1/20 the size of the array.   The gain 

of such a compound array is found by forming the product of the array and subarray 

gains. 

Consider the most severe array sidelobe shown in the center frame of Fig. IOC. 

That lobe is about . 037 cycles/km from the origin and has level . 42.   The subarray 

pattern will have the same shape but the wave number scale will be multiplied by the 

ratio of array to subarray diameters.   If the subarray has diameter 10 km, it will be 

able to reduce the above mentioned array lobe to a level of about . 3A.   The use of a 

subarray having a diameter of 15 km would attenuate the lobe even more to abo-'   . 3. 

If the subarray diameter were reduced to 7 km, this same lobe would remain larger 

than about . 38.   These figures are approximate only because subarray gains have been 

obtained from Fig. 10C by changing the wave number scale.   The point is that even for 

wave numbers as small as . 037 cycles Am some meaningful attenuation can be obtained 
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from subr      ys having diameters from 10 to 15 km.   The üttenua^ion from a 7 km 

subarray is very slight so close to the origin of wave number space. 

The larger subarray diameters maintain similar advantages all the way out to 

. 1 cycles/km.   The array sidelobes are more effectively attenuated by subarrays with 

diameters 10 to 15 km than by those with diameter 7 km.   This will tend to be true 

independently of the particular subarray configuration which is used. 

If the configuration of Fig. 10A, scaled to have a diameter between 10 and 

15 km, is used as a subarray, then the .42 level closest sidelobe will appear between 

. 48 and . 74 cycles/km from the center of the subarray pattern.   This sidelobe is not 

extremely detrimental and may be tolerable iu the subarray pattern. 

Figure 17B is a cross section of the pattern generated by the geometry of a 

subarray of the experimental LAS A.   The configuration has been scaled to a 200 diam- 

eter circle for convenient comparison.   The true subarray lies w. jiin a circle with a 

diameter of 7 km.   Figure 15B shows the seismometer configuration.   Observe that the 

pattern for this configuration has a close in sidelobe at level . 44, higher than the one 

discussed above for a subarray using only 21 elements.   Even if the subarray has 

diameter 7 km, this lobe is at .4 cycles Am.   In general, the pattern drawn in Fig. 

10C is definitely superior to that drawn in Fig. 17B.   The superiority of the 21-element 

subarray in terms of sidelobes is maintained even when its size is increased to 10-15 

km while the array using 25 seismometers is maintained at 7 km.   The 21-element sub- 

array has a generally lower sidelobe level and has it ^ver a larger range of wave num - 

bers than ti.e 25 element subarray does. 
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It seems that the use of 21 seismometers in a subarray, placed on three rings, 

containing seven seismometers, may yield a subarray with characteristics superior to 

those of the LASA Montana subarrays which use 25 seismometers.   One might then ex- 

pect that a subarray configuration which uses 25 seismometers and is definitely superior 

to either of those discussed above could be found.   No extensive search tor such a 

geometry has been completed.   However, one family of geometries, having five lings 

spaced geometrically and each having five seismometers per ring, has been briefly 

investigated.   Figure 15A shows the resulting subarray end Figs. 16 and 17A show 

pattern"    The lobe of level . 49 at a distance of . 05 cycles/km from the center of the 

main beam is the worst characteristic of the pattern.   This lobe might be removed using 

sensitivity functions as described in the next section or a completely different family 

using 25 seismometers might be investigated.   The synthesis of configuration using 

25 points has not been pursued. 
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VH.      SENSITIVITY AND PATTERN IMPROVEMENT 

The sensitivity function of a pattern or array is a measure of how much the 

pattern will be effected by small changes in seismometer or subarray positions.   There 

are two principal reasons for obtaining a sensitivity function.   First, of course, such 

a function indicates how accurately subarrays must be located so that the pattern will 

not be seriously modified by errors in placement.   Such a functioi can also be used to 

help find improvec" geometries.   It can indicate how the geometry should be perturbed 

to achieve certain desired pattern changes.   A useful sensitivity measure is defined in 

the following paragraphs. 

Let r   be the two-dimensional vector which locates the q"1 subarray in an array 

,th or q    seismometer in a subarray.   Suppose that u   is a unit vector which indicates the 

direction in which the q    element might be moved and that F(r ) is a complex valued 

function of r .   Tne function F can of course be a pattern with dependence upon the 

position of the q    point of the array made explicit.   If it exists, the following directional 

derivative can be defined. 

5F F(r   +eu ) - F(r ) 
=   lim ja _a a_ = 

q €l o 

9F(r   +eu ) 
q      q 

e = 0 

It is a matter of straightforward substitution to verify that if 

F  =  F   F 
1    2 

then 
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3F ÖF2 ÖF1 
=   F,     r-==-   +   F, 

Bu 1    öu 2    5u 
q q q 

which is the usual rule of differentiation of products.   Other rules such as 

ÖFS Ds-1     OF 
=  s F 

öu " öü" 
q q 

also hold for the directional derivative. 

A physical meaning can easily be attached to öF/öu .   To a first order 

approximation we have 

aF(r ) 
F(r   +eu ) = F(r ) + e -r^r 

q      q q        ou 

if e is sufficiently small.   If F is a pattern, then e [ dF(r )/Bu ]     is roughly the 

change in the pattern when subarray or seismometer q is moved e km in the direction 

of u . 
q 

Let (k,u ) and (k,r ) denote usual scalar products of the indicated vectors. 

Then the magnitude of 

N 
H = ^   Z    exp[-i2TT<k,r >] , 

j=l J 

which equals (H H*) '   , is the pattern of an array.   One can easily obtain 
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-rrr-   =   - i vr (k,u >   exp [-i 2TT <fk,r >    . du N q        r ' q' - 

From this 

■|S-   = -   % (k,u >   Im {H exp [i 2TT <k,r ) ] } 
du N q '   ' q' J J 

and 

#  = ^P^  = -rn?7r   (k.üj   Im{HexP[i2rr<kfö]} 
q q i    I H 

Considered as a function of k this is a sensitivity function which reflects the effects of 

moving the q    point on an array in the u   direction. 

m H 
It is convenient and useful to express    L '   in terms of polar coordinates of 

duq 

all quantities.   Let |H| and cpbe the magnitude and phase of the complex gain H.   Let 

9   be the angle of u   and let r , t   be the magnitude and direction of the position r . 
q q q   q q 

Finally let k and 9 be magnitude and direction of k.   Using this notation,     *   '   can be 
uq 

expressed as 

^v 1  TT I OfT 

■J—'•  = - -rr  k cos  (9-9 ) sin [cp + 2nkr   cos (9 - f ) ] . 
ou JN q q q 

It is this expression using polar notation which has been most useful. 

It is now very easy to obtain an upper bound Mpon the possible effects of moving 

a seismometer or subarray.   In particular, 
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q 

2TTk 

N 

This bound on sensitivity is inversely proportional to the number of elements and 

directly proportional to the size of the wave number at «"he point in wave number space 

which is of interest.   Small changes in sabarray positions can greatly effect the pattern 

for large values of v/ave numbers.   Note also that this bound is independent of r , the 

magnitude of the position vector for the q    element.   Roughly speaking, a change of 

e km in the position of an array point cannot change the pattern in wave number space 

more than 2TTke/N.   Thus a change of 1 km in the position of one element of a 21-element 

array of subarrays cannot change the pattern by more than (. 3) k.   For k less than 

. 1 cycles/knif this is less than . 030.   Based upon this bound one can conclude that 

changes as large as 1 km in the location of subarrays may not result in drastic 

changes in patterns.   Certainly the pattern of a modified array must be checked but it 

is hoped that changes as large as one kilometer in position can be tolerated without un- 

due concern.   Similar computations for subarrays coverii^g a region having a 10 km 

diameter indicate that errors on the order of . 05 km may not have too adverse effects 

although the effects must be checked.   Of course, if these bounds are divided by the 

number of elements, then the check is not needed as long as changes as large as . 03 

in pattern are considered acceptable.   Such an approach requires much more accurate 

placement of elements. 

It may not be physically possible to locate a subarray less than a kilometer away 

from a point which is specified for an idealized array.   Such a situation need cause no 
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serious difficulty.   Suppose some realizable alternative to an idealized array 

configuration is under consideration.   The pattern for the configuration can be quite 

completely obtained in the regions of wave number space of interest using programs 

such as are listed in the appendices.   A study including two contour plots and a dozen 

cross sectional plots would require only about five minutes of time on an IBM 7094 

computer.   The cost of such a sfidy of an array configuration is so slight that it can 

always be done for any configuration under serious consideration. 

Since it is so inexpensive to evaluate a pattern, it seems reasonable to place 

bounds on allowed variations in subarray locations by specifying a surface, defined in 

wave number space, below which the array pattern must lie.   Such a requirement could 

be used in conjunction with quite weak requirements upon allowed changes in subarray 

position from idealized positions.   For example, changes of position of the order of 

5-10 km would not be unacceptable if the pattern was not deteriorated by those changes. 

If such a method of specification is used, the strong requirements on position imposed 

by the use of sensitivity functions can then be relaxed. 

Some success has been achieved in using sensitivity functions to improve 

patterns by moving subarray locations.   A Fortran IV program has been written which 

evaluates sensitivity of patterns with respect to the radius of a ring of elements in an 

array.   This is done simply by setting 9   equal to tjf   and summing over those q which 

index the elements of the ring of interest.   The program computes and plots this sensi- 

tivity function for points along a ray in wave number space.   The program is listed and 

its use described in Appendix D. 
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Figure 18 shov/s the sensitivity of a pattern to changes in the radii of the five 

element rings of the array shown in Fig. 12A.   The sensitivity has been evaluated along 

a direction in wave number space in which are found the most severe sidelobes of the 

pattern.   These  sensitivity functions, as well as all others plotted in this report, 

should be divided by the number of elements (21) to agree with sensitivity as defined 

above. 

It was determined using the sensitivity function, that the bad lobe at about 

.0425 cycles Am in wave number could be reduced by reducing the radius of the ring of 

elements having a 25 km radius.   Judging from the sensitivity, this change should re- 

duce the lobe at .07 cycles/km a comparable amount if not more. 

Figure 19 shows the effect upon pattern and sensitivity of reducing the inner 

ring radius to 20 km.   The plots are along the same direction in wave number space as 

those of Figure 18.   The lobe at .0425 cycles/km has been reduced from . 52 to .43, 

a nontrivial improvement.   The second severe lobe did not fare sc   ;ell.   As the radius 

of the ring decreased, the sensitivity changed in such a way that the net effect upon the 

lobe was slight. 

Figure 20 shows the effects upon the pattern in a different direction in wave 

number space of the changes described above.   The direction was that having the most 

severe adverse effects.   Specifically, the lobe at about . 055 cyclesAni has grown to a 

value of . 56.   This degradation was roughly predicted by the sensitivity function eval- 

uated along the direction 18° north of east. 
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The relative quality of the patterns of the modified and unmodified arrays is not 

clearly defined.   It is our opinion that the reduction of the level of the nearest sidelobe 

looking eastward is worth the cost paid in other directions.   In general the adverse 

effects of sidelobes becomes greater as they get closer to the main lobe.   Very close 

sidelobes cannot be killed by subarray processing. 

No other modifications of this basic geometry have been attempted. Sensitivity 

functions have not indicated any changes expected to yield significant pattern improve- 

ment. 

A procedure similar to that described above has also been followed starting 

with the array shown in Fig. 11A.   The results are summarized in Figs. 21, 22,, and 

23.   By increasing the ring having radius 55 km to 57 km the lobe at about . 063 cycles 

per kilometer in the eastward direction has been reduced from . 5 to . 43.   The lobe at 

about . 054 has increased from . 35 to . 44.   The relative quality of the modified and 

unmodified arrays is so tenuous that no attempt is made to rank them. 

No further attempts at modifying these patterns have been made.   It is possible, 

for example, by decreasing the radius of the 30.25 km ring, that marginal improve- 

ment in sidelobes could be obtained.   The small amounts of expected improvement did 

not seem significant enough to warrant any further search. 

Figures 24 and 25 are pattern and sensitivity plots for the arrays of Figs. 9A 

and 10A, respectively.   The directions in wave number space w^re picked to exhibit 

most severe sidelobe activity.   No changes of radii of rings appear to promise im- 

proved sidelobes. 
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After considering all the various patterns described in this report, it is our 

opinion that the geometry of Fig. 10A using seven subarrays per ring is the best to use 

for a LASA    Unfortunately, it does not appear that the lobe of level . 42 at a distance 

of . 037 from the main beam can be removed by slight changing of the radii of rings. 

Even with that lobe this geometry seems most desirable.   No other bad lobes are 

present.   This is not true of geometries having five subarrays per ring.   Those arrays 

have first significant lobes a bit farther out but have a generally higher sidelobe level 

and have other very significant sidelobes closer than . 1 cycles Am from the center of 

the main beam. 
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Vm.     A COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL LASA 

Figures 2 and IOC show cross sections of the patterns for the experimental 

LASA geometry and for a proposed geometry which would deploy 21 subarrays on 

three rings.   For wave numbers in the range .02 ■- . 2, the sideiobe levels are roughly 

the same for the two geometries.   However, for wave numbers less than . 02 in mag- 

nitude the proposed configuration shown in Fig.  IOC yields a pattern very much better 

than the pattern of the experimental LASA. 

The experimental LASA, depending upon one'z point of vie\., either has a main 

beam nearly . 04 cycles/km in diameter or has a bad sideiobe only . 015 cycles/km 

from the center of the main beam.   The proposed configuration has no such close side- 

lobe and has a main beam with a diameter of about . 01 cycles/km in wave number 

space.   The pattern for the proposed geometry shown in Fig. 10A is sufficiently better 

than the pattern for the experimental LASA to warrant serious consideration if any other 

LASAs are constructed.   It should be noted that pattern improvement has been obtained 

primarily in the important region of wave number space close to and including the main 

beam. 
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IX.        SUMMARY 

A study of possible geometries for a Large Aperture Seismic Array (LASA) 

has been completed.   For a variety of reasons the array was restricted to being com- 

posed of 21 subarrays deployed over a circular region having a diameter of 200 km. 

From each of several families of array geometries the members yielding best patterns 

were saved and discussed.   Two families, those having three or four subarrays on 

each of several rings, were discarded as definitely inferior to other families.   The 

relative quality of arrays using five or seven subarrays per ring was not as clear.   The 

geometry shown in Figure 10Aappears to be the best all around compromise.   That 

geometry yields a significantly better main beam than the experimental LASA does. 

Other possible geomeuries and their patterns have been s-^ved for comparison. 

The diameter of subarrays in the experimental LASA in Montana is 7 km. 

Pattern studies indicate that this should be increased to from 10 to 15 km for other 

installations.   Even using from 20 to 25 seismometers per subarray, undesirable 

aliasing and unwanted grating lobes can be avoided by the use of suitable subarray 

geometries. 

Sensitivity functions for array patterns have been developed.   These indicate 

that position changes of the order of . 5% of the diameter of an array or less should 

have only slight effect upon the array pattern.   Fortunately it should not be necessary 

to maintain such accurate placement of subarrays with respect to some idealized array. 

The cost of evaluating the parern of a configuration is small enough to allow this to be 
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done for any configuration under serious consideration.   Any changes in a configuration 

can be directly evaluated in terms of the pattern.   The use of sensitivity functions to 

improve geometries has Seen investigated with moderate success. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROGRAM-FOURIER TRANSFORM WITH PRINTER PLOT 

The Fortran II program listed below computes the pattern defined by (1) for 

values of k ,k   on a rectangular grid (100 x 100) in the wave number plane.   Execution 

of the program generates a printer plot which is a map of the patte n.   If instruction 

11.1 and the one preceding it are removed from the program, then the program can be 

used to generate gain plots in wave number space resulting from weighted sum pro- 

cessing rather than straight sum processing.   The inclusion of these instructions 

avoids the need to punch a one on each card which locates a subarray. 

The Plot 

The plot is a contour map over a rectangular region of k ,k   space.   One 

corner of the rectangle is at position (XK, YK).   The diagonally opposite corner is at 

(XK + RX, YK + RY).   These points are at the upper left and lower right corners of the 

output plot. 

The user specifies a parameter DELTA where 0.05 < DELTA < 1.   The range 

of the magnitude of gains is divided into intervals [(h-l) DELTA, hDELTA] with 

h = 1,2,...    Those points (k ,k ) on the grid for which 

(h-i) DELTA   <    Gainj < hDELTA 

are marked with the h    character from the list 

(l,2,3,4,5,6,7}8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F1G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,blank) 
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In order to aid the user to read the contour plot, blanks are substituted for characters 

when several contiguous characters are the same.   Only the left most of such a group 

of characters is written in any row. 

Use of the Program (Fortran II) 

Following the *DATA card, there must be four cards containing octal coding, 

format (6012)j for the characters in the list given above.   Following these four cards 

there can be any number of sets of data.   Each set of data contains a card with format 

(2I5,5F1J2(.5) containing N, NCTRi, DELTA, RX, RY, XK, YK.   The variable N speci- 

fies the number of seismometers.   NCTR1 is a control number.   If NCTR1 = 3, we ob- 

tain a plot of the magnitude of gain.   If NCTR1 = 2, then a listing of N times the gain 

is given.   If NCTR1 = 1, both the plot and the listing are given,   The variables 

DELTA, RX, RY, XK, YK have been described above.   Within each sec of data, this 

card is followed by N cards with format (42X, 3F10.3).   TTiey contain (y..x.,w.), 
j    J    J 

j = 1,... ,N where y.,x. are the north and east components of the location of the j^1 

seismometer or subarray and w. is the weight attached to it for weighted sum pro- 

cessing.   For pattern studies the w. need not be punched and are ?et io unity by 

instruction 111. 

The four octal coded cards appear only once, immediately after *DATA, regard- 

less of the number of sets of data processed. 

The computation of a plot using 21 seismometers requires about one minute or 

less of time o^ an IBM 7094 computer. 
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APPENDIX B 

PROGRAMS-EVALUATION OF GAIN IN FREQUENCY WAVE NUMBER SPACE 

The programs described and listed in this appendix were used to generate cross 

sections of patterns.   If instruction 39 and the one GO TO 39 preceding it in the program 

3DFT are removed, the same program and subroutines can generate cross sections of 

gain at any specified frequencies for any linear filter and sum processing scheme. 

Form of Data Output 

The 3DFT program and associated subroutines compute complex gains of a 

processing scheme along a ray in wave number space for a fixed frequency.   The gain 

is evaluated at increments of DELTA K in wave number from zero to NK «DELTAK.   For 

each of NFREQ values of frequency, FREQ(I) = 1,... ,NFREQ, the gain is computed 

along NTHETA rays in wave number space. THETA(I), I = 1,..., NTHETA.   The gain 

along each ray at each frequency can be output in several forms.   The choice of points 

to evaluate gains and the choice of output format are made in subroutines UTIL and/or 

OUTPU.   Thus, these can be modified without destroying the entire program. 

In the current form of OUTPU several options are available once the complex 

gain has been computed along a ray in wave number at a fixed frequency.   The gain 

magnitude and phase can be plotted using a Stromberg Carlson 4020 plotter.   The log 

of the magnitude of gain and the phase can be plotted.   The gain or log of the gain can 

be printed out in addition to being plotted.   These possible outputs corref ">ond to a con- 

trol variable, NCTRL taking the values 1, 2, 3, or 4, respectively.   Two variables. 
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ST01U and STOIL, set upper and lower levels at which gain magnitude or log of the 

gain magnitude are clipped before a plot is made.   The routines KWKPLT, STOID, 

CAMRAV, and PLTND used in the programs are routines for plotting using the 

Stromberg Carlson 4020. 

Use of the Program (Fortran IV) 

The first data card contains NRUNS in Format (15).   That number determines 

how many sets of data are to be processed.   Then follow NRUNS sets of data.   Each set 

is composed as described below. 

The first card of a set of data contains NS, NFP, TFIRST, DELTAT, 

(2I5,2Fl(2f. 5).   NS is the number of seismometers or subarrays.   NFP is the number 

of time samples in the impulse responses of the filters on the output of seismometers. 

TFIRST is the time before which all impulse responses are zero.   DELTAT is the time 

between adjacent time samples.   For straight sum pattern studies one can use NFP = 1, 

TFIRST = 0, DELTAT = 0. 

The next NS cards contain Y(I), X(I), I = 1,... ,NS in the format (42X,2F10.3). 

tit 
The variables Y(I), X(I) are the north and east components of the position of the I 

point in the array. 

In general, a sequence of NS groups of cards must follow.   The I**1 group 

contains W(I,J), J = 1,..., NFP which is the impulse response, starting from TFIRST 

of the I    filter, which is used on the Ith channel.   The format is (5F12.7).   For pat- 

tern studies all of these cards are omitted.   Instruction 39 and the GO TO 39 
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instruction set all filter weights to zero or unity as required.   These commands must 

be removed to do other than straight sum pattern studies. 

The next data card contains NTHETA, NFREQ, NK, DELTA K in format 

(3Ib,F10.5).   These variables were described in the preceding section. 

The time required to compute and plot 1000 points along a ray in wave number 

space for an array with 25 seismometers has been less than . 5 minutes using an IBM 

7094. 
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IHÄEt   BlHiÄilOIWL   HJUKUH    ItiANiHWH—L/llU»*  »UÜUSi   SilU*» 
jBeimo mim 
DIMENSION  sSiTBLU*l'lliC5TBi.li*ulli«l*ü0l iVl60C)iII5uli«Ui>60) 

C MS—NUMBER   OF   StISMUMEtEHi 
C NfP—NUMBER   Of   POINTS   IN   TIME   FILTERS 

»-t|<lE Öf  HR4I  OUTPUT  rftOM fILICK «ITH   IHPULSt  APPtlSO 
At it« nito 

ettSf'»»!« M?«KX Pate» JAWU* 
»TiT7TiTt^-x" Wu Y COORÖ of 'UM SEISMOMüEK UMI 
till—TIME *T lln S»MPLt IN TEMPORAL IMPULSE StSPONStä 
KII.J)—KEIOitT OF ITM SEISMOMETER AT JIM TIME I IMPULSE RESPONSE) 
NTnT--ce«T»oi.s PRMKAM nw>i(«Aiio» iMi.«t itr«? urtti   '^ 
IRUUU OttHSUt ST BiMtNälO«  itATfcKENli  HUULB  ALLU»  HOHk UH  LtiS 

==:        StlSMOMEIESi  AND/OR  Plttt« fPINTS   |f  WtMQHT   )> AlfAtU>»U 
!nnTJ»"TiEAL~p«rsrTJts(!oftsi fRANTfüRM ^ 
QAINI--IMAÜINARY   PART   OF   RESfONSE   ISANjFORH 
NRUNS—NUMbER   OF   DATA   DEQUS  SUBMiTTKQ   

=fe: TSffiRBMATlSSHlTHKt&DIBSHSIBflAL  FOURICR   THAHSFURM—LACOSS  AUftiUl»«! 

~~t FWW   STTT AND  COS   TABLES 
00   lü    >lti20U 
FLI'I 

n   iHlllLl IMSINltHtlAl 
E3» i* i»U9t»i»at 

< rT~SNTliLI I l'-SNfBLTT^T/UO) 
; 00 !<•  i-i.iiiüi 
| lt  CSTBLI I I'SltBLd-tSliul 
j BL" rj   ^^ DO t> l'ilOiti»»!- 

SIR «S  tAI>t.E   IS tUMPlttE 

C INIIlALIZt   DATA 
 READH.599INRUNS 
" HS» fOfWATliSi 

OS   SUO   KKIllL-lrNHUMS 
:ütA8 <>«tQg< 1BritFg»TrtHSr»DELTÄJ ;  -—--___=  

600   FORMATmS.JFlO.SI 
KR1TE   (6.7011   NStNFP.TFIRSI.DELTAT 

701   FORMATItHONS'l 3 • i 0« .4HNFP-I 3jJ L'I.THTFIRS T-F V. 5 .10« .7HDELIAT-F9.5 I 
KttO  !5.«Cli   ITt I ItJIUlil'iri«*- =_ _     - 

^mni-it.'foii iYiu.xiii.i»mmrr 

702   FORMATOSMUSEISMOMEIER   LOCATIONS   N-S.E-»    IN   «.MI JFJ0.3 110X •iF2U.3 1 1 
00   30    1-1.NFP 
FLI- 

READI5,(.U2I    ;«1IIJ1. 
60?   FORM«T{SF12.?l 

39   Mllill-lt  

=J: liaiFiMmMiisi 

C END  OF   INITiALUE 

-iBMsraari.oop 

itAtt WHl.lHA>Tltiflitg»6*il»K»liAHlJj!IFkAgill 
OAINB.C. 
GAINI-0. 
DO   200    l.l.NFP 

s fc sä LJW6«?-)(K»X 1J ITT»»« J t+f8Sa»Hi f 
:äi»**l«l>lAI«itI»» =_ 

IFIAROI6U16S16S 
60   ARö-ARO*!. 
6&   ARO   ■2AÜ0.*ARb 

ftrJOMHB *i 

~irSTIO?AMUBlAR6_.it L 
COSVAL-CSTöLIR l+HATIU«ICSTöL(XM-CSTBLIR.I» 
SiNVAL>SNTbL(R)*RATIO*ISNTt!LIK.X)-SNTBLIX) I 
5AINR>(>AINR'WtJtl J'VÜSVAL 

JOB ä»i»HißAIHl«MIJ.il«&lHVAt =^ = -^=_-v 
(mtMt.ifKffMS.aAlNft.CAlNltltrLAS.J) 

«f tejj  -    --  - 
SOG CONTINUE 

CALL PLTNO 
STOP  
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^^■iws 
SOBftffitlUt  tftil.t)l«,,ns>ft6«l»IS,fr>HH,Wi.AgillW»?l  

' SEPI Timü 
ROUIlNt   SUPfLlti   «l.Yl.f    lü   FUUhlt«   iHAMafuKMtK   AHÜ 

OUTPUTS   VALUtS   Of    Ih4NSFÖRMi_ 
_  »IJENSIPN  THET«(20liFREai2V)iiT01uuoSI>StOillOOOI 

i so 10 iin5ti.>uiiMn.Aa   _  =: 
INITHLlZt   UN   flHST   ENTRY 

5   »H1TE    C4.7UUI 
7U0   FORMAT t33HUU5bU   UHLUT   PhübHAM   bt.kT   i.lVfeS») 
—^  MW)   i».*ÜUI   STrt£IA.(if»tu,»It.0tLl4i> 
400  fOBK»ll315.Fi«.5l 

_   anit Ulm» iti«gT*,i<fata._»siptLiAk  
Jül FORHATIl 

C     NTMETA—NUMBER UF VALUti UF CLüCKRlit ANÜLtb 
t        lMAT_AHt Tg ot ystu 

• ^Äi7riUtLlÄ 
u« NUR T H HtTAI 

.tFRCÖ—MIMdC»  OF   fRtuul.NCT   IF   OR  FRtOI   TO BE  USEO 
NS—NUMBER  OF  RAIJIAI.   yAlUti  OF  y*Vt   iWHBCR   10 BE  USED 

'~    OfLIAK—OlFFERtNCC  otltltN «OJACtUt KAOHL v*LUto a »*vt «unatit 
READ    I5.6UM    U'ltTAI i (•I'liNIntIA) 
READ   (5.0Ü1I   IFREOUt.l-liNFREul 

601 FORMAtief JU.SI ,   .  
HRITE   liiTWI   iTMSTAUlfI'iiNIKiTAI 

702 FORMAT I ItHOifALUES OF   IntT»/I ISf lu.Si) 
__i_KRlte IftiWJL.JLtgtailijlSliNfREttl 

703 FORMATlüiHOVALUtb   OF   FREU/UuF lO.i 1 I 
ITMtTA.i 

„LFfifüil =  

»FL*B«1 
= BftiSU 

INITIALIZATION IS COMPLETE 

C   
t—      (AlttRAIt  Srl,y<»F  CALLtb €1 MAIN PRüCRAM 

B£  TffTEW-THET»IIIMETAt 
—■—^CTHETJ.XOSlTEUPT   — ——. 

STHETA.SiNITEMP) 
60   SIZElXFLOATdH-l.l'UtLTAH 

«lt.5THtTA«SIZEt 
=^3^^; T»*ttftEtA»SIiES 

F-FREailFREOI  
"»fTÜRN 

C XR.Yfc.F   HAVE   ÜEEN   GfcNtRATEO 
C 

vj"      fins» Poiiirr(»_ii©uT*i 
160   St01IH>'6AlNK 

x_        tTo}iui»i;tiHi  
IFCNR-Ul    llOtllu.iSU 

110   CALL      0UTouT(STul.sT0^»NFLA0.Ni;,UELIAIk) 
MFLACi«2 

EE^:  =      mUTHrfA-TTHTTAI TIi.li5.i»0 
119   IKR'RtU-lFKlUi    »^O.UO.UU 

TfETuRN 
130   IA-1 

ITHtTA.l 
^s^ IFREO-lFRttt»! 

' ;   i»o u-i   
" TT'HETKTThtTi< i 

RETURN 
150   U«U»1   

, <// RETURN 
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StPl Itilii 

PLUlS tüSKSfOSHS OF iBIH TBIKtfetÜ 

niHtNSiON xconflfiw^-J 
50   tc • Hf-i Ar. 

'iT^iw !    --tap    IJ.Sui;!    NClBi,-. 
600   FGRMAI i ib »if iiifh! 

«SITE I^.?-*) »ctsi.sioiv.sigij. 

 IFlä.Jj  
LALL    STÜiüVl J;-HbAiS   AHü   r^hAht   Ft^ i 

« »ftr-.>; yjy- 

ALL -,. A«« 
ß3 .-(> 

i     c 

«köSRijl'FniAII J-ll»i=tLl»i 

I'-»iOT  SAHi.PnASfc 
£-—PLOT   L06&AtPuPMASE 
}—1   ANO  PH1NI   iAML 
w — I   AHD  PRINT   SAMt 

S'Oly—UPPsS  CklP  LEVEL  Fi-,  5Tül 
5T3U"t,C*E» CLIP  Etftl   »OP   ST61 
üH.MlN  P3R   5IC?   i!(E   'PI   AND  -Pl 
DO 10 i•;.»>. 

TE«P-5TiJli,,M»;«4T-iJI ll"? 
a«lli=S8»Ili'HPl 
TEWl.slildl _ 
TE»Wi=S!iJilil 
PHASLeATANil Ir.HP^»Tt^HlI 
SIC!! i fjAiK 
Ifll.EQ.U   viC.STOllll 

" 

£101(1l*$T01l1l/OC 
10  4TcJltl»PH»st     -_jis=s=-^i^         

■miTCib.ruzi uc 
'02   FÖP««AI (23'lvii.^u   WAVfc   NUMHfctt   GAiN*F2u«7) 

60   TO   t*ü»2üt3ö«Äe»*»lCI8t 
iQ   DO   25   I'l.NH 
J5   f£«<P«5T5iti 1 

=~-H^ -           5T01111 •iu.MI.Cwl ICH?» 
60  T9   l«viiFQi>0<iul>NCIKL 

sg »« it  (».T^ii  (sroitu»sTOi!i!»t"UeKi 
7vl    F0RM«TI///(2F w.i.VH.iSi^.S.VAtii-lU.j^VX.iMO.lll 
40   COM 1 NUt 

00   »0    I'liNK 
lf(St01lll.6e.SfOH/l   STOlUl»iI010 

50   |PlSI01Ul.l.E.!>tSil.l   älOilifSIOlk 
^^ gs^s^s^ 

STOU 1 («STOIL 
CALL   sm.KLlHCOOH.iIui    .Ni.ie«        «AVt   fluHoL.'            .IBM 

1            1 
0A1N 

t*kk  SlillPLIHtUUII.ilOi    ■NK..UH        »AVE   «JMStii           ,1»M 
I        T^           ^             ------                  i^ 

ass              Hf t*S«J 

P^t         g 

■                           PEIORh 
EXO 
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APPi-NDIX C 

USEFUL PATTERN SYMMETRIES AND IMVARIANCES 

A comparison between members of the same family of geometries or between 

different families is made a bit less difficult when certain symmetries of patterns are 

noted and invariances with certain changes of geometry are taken into account. 

For any geometry whatsoever, it is true that 

|H(k ,k )j   =   jll(-k ,-k )1   . 1      x   y '        '        x      y ' 

This follows from substitution into (1) and noting that a number and its complex conju- 

gate have the same magnitude. 

Suppose that a geometry is transformed into itself by a rotation of a radians. 

Then the pattern of that array is transformed into itself by a rotation of -n radians. 

This is best seen by using polar coordinates k, " for wave number and r  ,;    for the 

location of the q    element of the array.   Using this notation, the expression for the 

pattern becomes 

i   1° 
iKk,- )  =  —     /     exp [-i2~kr   cos (Q-f  ) 

N   q=l q q 

Reproduction of the array by rotation of a radians means that 

!     S 
H(k,=)   -  -   X      oxp(-i2-kr   cosr-(v   +?)]] 

q-1 



But 

cos[p -(* +a)]  = cos [<3-a)-'L] 

Using this fact, one obtains 

H(k,e) = H(k,B-a) 

as    is asserted. 

Tne facts derived above imply the following results. Let a be the smallest 

rotation which transforms an array into itself. If rr is an integral multiple of a, then 

the pattern for that array will repeat itself every a radians. II TT is not an integral 

multiple of a, then tin pattern for the array will repeat itself every a/2 radians. The 

first of those results is true directly from the relation H(k, 9) = H(k, Q-a) derived 

above. The second requires use of the fact that JH(k ,k)| = |H(-k ,-k)| for any 

geometry at all. 

Finally, consider a geometry in which there is a ring of elements.   Suppose 

that elements are uniformly spaced en that ring and that one element is found due 

north of the array center.   A rotation of that ring by IT radians leaves the pattern un- 

changed in the east and west directions in wave number space. 

This fact is seen as follows.   The function H(k, 6) is a one-dimensional transform 

of the array geometry projected onto a line in the 9 direction.   The rotation of a single 

ring as described above leaves the projection of the array onto a line in the east-west 

direction unchanged.   Thup, H(k, A) is not modified if 9 is the angle which idenl.fies 
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either east or west.   As a direct result of this invariance, one can conclude that 

patterns for geometries such as are shown in Fig. 6 must be the same in the east or 

west directions in wave number space.   In the particular case, the same is true in 

directions an integral number of TT/5 radians from east.   This invariance with rotation 

can be useful when trying to compare geometries with an odd number of elements per 

ring with and without rotation as shown in Fig. 6.   This invariance is not relevant 

when considering geometries having an even number of elements per ring such as 

those shown in Figure 7. 
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APPENDIX D 

PROGRAM-SENSITIVITY SUBROUTINE 

Plots of sensitivity of patterns with radii of rings have been obtained using the 

subroutine listed in this appendix.   The routine is called by 3DFT which is listed in 

Appendix B.   The pattern along a ray in wave number and the sensitivity along that ray 

for each ring are computed.   This information is plotted out.   This can be done for 

several directions in wave number space. 

Use of the Sensitivity Programs 

3DFT must be submitted as the main program to be used with the sensitivity 

routine.   The output from the program as written requires the Stromberg Carlson 4020 

plotter.   If this is not available, the basic program remains valid but output instructions 

must be changed. 

The first data card contains NRUNS in format (15).   This is the same variable 

described in Appendix B and indicates the number of sets of data to be processed. 

Eacli set of data is constituted as follows.   Hie first card contains NS, NFP, 

TFIRST, DELTAT in format (215,2F 1(1.5) with NFP = 1, TFIRST = 0, DELTAT = 0, 

and NS the numbe- of seismometers or subarrays.   The next NS cards contain north 

and east coordinates of subarrays or seismometers in a format (I2X,2F 1(1.3).   The next 

data card contains NTHETA, NK, MR, NPR, DELTAK in format (415, Flfll. 5).   NTHETA, 

NK, aud DELTAK have the same meaning as in Appendix B.   It is assumed that the 

array has at least NR rings of NPR evenly spaced seismometers or subarrays.   The 
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sensitivity is to be computed for the radii of these NR rings.   The next group of data is 

RADIÜS(I), I = 1,... ,NR in format (8F10.5).   These are radii of rings of interest. 

Finally, ANGLE(I), I = 1,...,NR in format (8F10.5) are read.   ANGLE(I) is the 

orientation in radians of one element on the I"1 ring, which has radius RADIUS(I). 
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SUÖHOÜUNt   UIlL(xl,Yl.F,Ci»ll«R.O*lNl.NrL*(i.l»UU! } 
c oct 3aii9t> 
C «OUTINE   SUPPLIES  WttKif   TO  fQURlEs   TR*NSFÜ«MER •   COMKUUS 

~C^-~      iWfniV?lf^» tSWSfOfi« HAÖlltt* «IIH «MM W »IMS ST" 
^B.-^_-.        ULUmklt  PLOTS SUUlflVITY **0 Ttl*K*fO»t HAStiJIUet  *i.O«6 

iE.Mll'JUUl .»»CiUiliUI 'bHäSKSlüN THEI«IJ0li5Töll 10081191021 IÜUU! 
DIMENSION «NGLEIiOI<PSII2il.XCOOSIlUOOl 
GO TOIlilUUlilNOUT 

__  f WUteit^WF"  "^"^ ^—=---    ^:^L^,::" __ 
75Ö FORMÄTl JJMJBSIB uTTÜTr PHOGSÄH UCI 30.196S1 

Re»0lli600iNfHEI*iN«..NH.NFK,DEi IAK. 
»00 F0RM*Tt4!5.F10.5> 

tBl   FBBUtfS-W WÄtagi M  SJM«?« J«,il««,IB>ll,OCt.T*  UC*l»triOi»l 

NR—NUMbEH   ÖF   KAD1AL   VALUES   UN   EACH   ÜAVE-NUMbEK   ^AY 
DELTAS—ülfFERENCE   StTIIEE«   ADJACENT   KAOIAL   wALUEa  OF 
NR--NUNBER   OF   RINGS   FOB   WHICH   SENi» 1 T 1» IT r   COHPUTEO 

BCAfilfikail    ITH£IAlilil>ilHni{TÄI 
_ aägtJiJgH»Hj(|«A.Mt ; 

nSOTTFTSüTT-lANGLti 11.1-itNRi 
601   F0H«ATl8FlU.il 

THETA—ANGLE   OF   »AVE   NUMBER   RAYSIFRQW   NORTHI 

■AVE-NUHBER 

MI f*e»«ii«6 

702   FORMATlltMOVALUES   OF   THETA/(iOFlO.5I I 
»RITEIttTO}!    (RAC1US1:1.1-1,NHl 

70i   F0RMATI17H0VALUES  OF   RADIUS/IIQFIO.SI I 

50   IF|U-ll5S.>i.60 
55   TEMP.THEIAII'HETA) 

CTHETA-CCSITEMPI 

~W UlttjiifiUitiiil-liYr 
^r       mrMSSXtfilttt. r: 

YK"CTMEIA»S1Z£>1 
F-0. 

_RETURN 

sTn;iH!i.f.Aiiii 

CALL   CAMRAV!9l 
DO   21C   J-l.NK 

210   XC0OR(J)«FLOATIJ-l)«0ELTAH 
rasiiÄTi» pmmr 

GAIM ■ SaRri_SI0Rl»»2*ST0B2»»2l 
ST02I1MATAN2ISTUR2.STOR1I 
IFll.EQ.ll OC'GAIN 

lii>»S*I«/iK 

325  PSIIII•ANGLEIIRIN&I»(fCÜATI1l-l.l«0PSi 
DO  3B0  n-l.NK 
DO   360    IPR-l.NPH 

Sfiti-ÄtOORIPtl 
«AO-BADIUSIl-:NG1 

: 360  SENSI»l-SENS!H-2.«3.1M5926«SHE<«COSOIF»SINlPMU2.»3.1>l}V2t««Ap 

i    i 
tlFLAO-2 
IfINTHETA-l THETA II15.115.1 tO  

115   NFLAG-3 
RETURN 
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3-6U-4334 

-►E 

RADIUS  100 km 

O  EXPERIMENTAL LASA 

Figure 1 Configuration of experimental LASA. 
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3-64-4337 

HORIZONTAL 
.WAVE NUMBER 

K  AT 1.0 cps 

Figure 4 Earth as seen from center of experimental LAS A. 
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3-64-4338 

200 km 

ADJACENT RINGS ROTATED RELATIVE TO EACH OTHER 

200 km 

NO  ROTATION   BETWEEN   ADJACENT   RINGS 

Figure 5 Array geometries having seven subarrays per ring. 
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3-64-4339 

200 km 

ADJACENT RINGS  ROTATED RELATIVE TO EACH OTHER 

200 km 

NO ROTATION   BETWEEN   ADJACENT   RINGS 

Figure 6 Array geometries having five subarrays per ring. 
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3-64-1^0 

200 t^m 

ADJACENT RINGS  ROTATED RELATIVE  TO EACH OTHER 

20Ci(m 

NO  ROTATION   BETWEEN   ADJACENT   RINGS 

Figure 7 Array geometries having four subarrays per ring. 
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3-64-43^1 

200 km 

ADJACENT  RINGS  ROTATED RELATIVE  TO EACH OTHER 

200 km 

NO  ROTATION   BETWEEN   ADJACENT   RINGS 

Figure 8 Array geometries having three subarrays per ring. 
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3-6^-1+3^2 

RADIUS 100 km 

RADIUS 70 km 

-»• E 

RADIUS 49 km 

(A)       Array geometry. 

Figure 9 Geometry and patterns for an array having seven subarrays oer 
concentric ring and geometric spacing of rings. 
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N 3_6U .1^345 

RADIUS 100 km 

RADIUS  40 km 

*■ E 

RADIUS 16 km 

(A)       Array geometry. 

Figure 10        Geometry and patterns for an array having seven subarrays per 
concentric ring and geometric spacing -f rings. 
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RADIUS 30,25 km 

(A)      Array geometry. 

Figure 11        Geometry and patterns for an array having five subarrays per 
concentric ring and geometric spacings of rings. 
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(A)       A rray geometry. 

Figure 12        Geometry and patterns for an array having five subarrays per 
concentric ring and arithmetic spacing of rings. 
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(C)       Pattern (cross sections). 
Figure 12 Continued. 
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(A)       Array geometry. 
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(B)        Pattern (cross sections). 

Figure 13        Geometry and patterns for an array having four subarrays per 
concentric ring aitf geometric spacing of rings. 
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(A)       Array geometry. 
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(B)       Pattern (cros? sections). 

Figure 14        Geometry and patterns for an array having four subarrays per 
concentric ring. 
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3-61+-4358 

(A)       Geometry having geometrical spacing of concentric rings. 

(B)       Geometry having arithmetical spacing of concentric rings. 

Figure 15        Two array geometries which use 25 elements. 
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Figure 17 Patterns (cross sections) for both arrays shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 20 Patterns (cross sections in the direction 18° north of east in wave 
number space) showing some effects of reducing the 25 km ring of 
Figure 12A to 20 km. 
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Figure 23 Pattern (cross sections in the direction 9° north of east in wave number 
space) showing some effects of increasing the 55 km ring of Figure ILA 
to 57 km. 
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Figure 24 Pattern (cross section) and sensitivity functions for the array geometry 
shown in Fig1' ce 9A. 
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Figure 25 Pattern (cross section) and sensitivity functions for the array geometry 
shown in Figure 10A . 
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